
Walkthrough Chapter 1: 
 

This walkthrough is designed to gain max trust/lust with each woman and 
to have the most consistent development in the story. But you can things 
in your own order. 
 
Prologue: just play along 
 
Day1:  

- Go to the mansion. Be polite with Lucius (o you’ll die) 
- Go to pool. Talk to Evelyn >> tell her the truth (+1 lust / 1 trust) 
- Go to the wooden cabinet >> grab the red key and the secret 

picture, on the couch, under the cushion  
- Go to the car and grab the secret picture (next to the front wheel) 
- Go to the mansion. Talk to Sophia. >> tempt >> apologize (+1 

lust/+1 trust) 
- Talk to Richard >> use WC 
- In the stairs, grab the secret picture. Go upstairs and enter the WC 
- Grab the crumpled paper and use the WC 
- Nath >> don’t cover >> Flirt >> Stop (or you’ll die) (+3 lust / +1 trust) 
- Go downstairs and meet Doira >> Talk to her >> Tempt >> Tempt >> 

Gentlemanly  (+2trust / +2lust) 
- Meet Violet (+1 trust) 
- Go to alley to meet Jeff >> grab the money on the ground. Grab the 

screwdriver, between boxes 
- Meet Bella >> talk >> don’t grab ass (+3 trust / +2 lust) 
- Talk with Jeff and go to the pub 
- Talk with Rose (you can refuse her, but better not) 
- Follow her to her house 
- Go to sleep 

 
 
Day 2: 
 

- Go to mansion (or first, go to park to meet Rona and go to 
supermarket to speak with Rose, especially about her hobbies, and 
then you’ll get the gym in the map. You can fuck her if you want) 

- You can talk with Doira in the pool (flirt +1 lust) and ask her about 
her hobbies (yoga at park / +1 trust). Ask her personal question. Be 
understanding (won’t lose trust) 



- Talk with Sophia: you have to clean the pool (you can flirt with her 
+1 lust) 

- Check pool. It’s dirty  
- Go to the garden shed >> Use the key Sophia gave you to open it 
- Take the pool  cleaner and the rope 
- Go to the pool and use the pool cleaner on the leaves 
- Go to garden shed and check the chlorine (it’s empty, you need to 

buy more) 
- Talk with Sophia about where to buy chlorine 
- You can talk with Violet at the entrance of mansion to flirt (+1 lust) 

and, especially, about her hobbies (+1 trust). Be understanding 
about relation topic 

- Go to the hardware store and buy chlorine 
- Use the chlorine in the pool between 12-15 pm (you can talk with 

Evelyn before use the chlorine) 
- Go to the side yard (right side of the pool) or you can first talk with 

Doira and find out what is she reading (Story of O). Now you can 
search on your phone that novel.  

- The water pump (in the side yard) is stuck. You have to use the 
screwdriver to open it. Turn on the pump 

- Go to check the pool, it’s clean. Wait to next day. You can do other 
things meanwhile, such as go to the park to see Violet. If you've 
asked her in the morning about a relationship, she'd ask you if you 
like her (+1 lust). She’ll win you running (+1 trust) 

- Before go to sleep, you can go to the alley and start Bella’s route 
(Empathize with her +2 trust) and take the secret picture in the 
ground of the garage 

- Go to sleep 
 
Day 3: 
 

- Go to the mansion. You can go to the pool and talk with Doira (flirt 
+1 lust). If you ask her for Richard (be understanding) you’ll see a 
new scene  

- Talk with Sophia. Flirt (+1 lust). Ask her about job. The pool is 
already clean. You receive $50 

- You can do other things in the mansion: speak with Violet (Flirt +1 
lust), speak with Evelyn at pool (new scene). 



- It’s noon, so you can go to the alley and talk with Bella to continue 
her route, and later, go to the supermarket to meet Nicole (buy) 
and start her route. 

- Go to the park to practice yoga with Doira/Jane (at noon) 
- Go again to the park (at evening) to train with Violet.  
- If you went to the park with Violet, after Violet's accident (+2 trust / 

+2 lust), you’ll receive a message from Rose. Go to her home and 
have a sex scene (Rose +4 lust) 

- Go to sleep at night 
 
Day 4: 

- Go to the mansion. You can go to the pool and talk with Doira. If 
she  have +5 lust or more, flirt won’t do anything and she won’t 
answer you to personal questions until she have +5 trust 

- Talk to Sophia. Flirt (+1 lust). She’ll say you have to mow the lawn.  
- Go to the shed and check the Mower. It doesn’t have gas. Grab the 

gas can (it’s empty). 
- Talk to Sophia and ask her where to buy gas 
- Talk to Violet at the entrance of the mansion. Ask her about her 

ankle and about relation (+1 trust) 
- Go to the entrance of supermarket. The gas station is on the right 
- Use the gas can to buy gas (now it’s full) 
- Go to the shed and use the gas can in the mower 
- Use the mower 
- Snake in the bathroom >> after take a picture of the snake, search 

for it in your phone (not poisonous) 
- Grab the towel, select it in the inventory and throw it to the snake. 

Grab the snake and throw it through the window. Don’t close the 
window 

- Doira will heal you the wound (+2 trust). Go to see Doira at bath (+1 
lust / Nath +2 lust) 

- Talk to Sophia and tell her that the task is done 
- You can go to the supermarket to have another encounter with 

Nicole. Search on your phone for the Tattoo 
- You can go to the park (at noon) to have the second session of yoga 

with Doira and Jane (Jane +1 lust if you look at her ass). They invite 
you to take a drink. Sex scene 

- Forward day time to the night (in the map). Go to sleep 
 
Day 5: 



- At morning you’ll receive a message from Doira to go with her and 
Jane shopping 

- Jeff call you and pass you the phone of Victoria, the journalist. You’ll 
have an appointment with her at evening. 

- You can go first to the park and talk with Rona 
- At this point, you can go to the hardware store and buy the hook. In 

the inventory, combine it with the rope (select hook and click on the 
rope. Below the inventory screen click Combine). You’ll need it 
later. 

- Go to the mansion and talk with Sophia (Flirt +1 lust). She give you 
the car keys 

- Use the car keys on the car and go shopping. Sex scene. 
- Back to the mansion. Richard receive a call from Mr. X to meet him 

at the gym. Follow Richard  
- If the gym isn’t in map, you have to talk to Rose at the supermarket 

about her hobbies 
- In the gym, buy the membership if you didn’t do it before. Enter the 

fitness room. Save the game at this point 
- Take the secret picture over the bench 
- Use the red key in the lockers to open it. Grab the key 
- Go to the hardware store and talk with the salesman. He’ll do a 

copy of the key. Go back to the gym and put the key back to the 
locker. 

- Watch the scene in the sauna. 
- After the gym scene, go to the central square to talk with Victoria. 

Take the secret picture of the ground. 
- If you have the hook and the rope combined, go to the mansion, at 

night and use it above the hot tub, in the balcony. Enter the 
mansion 

- Visit Nath, take the secret picture of the ground. 
- Visit Evelyn and check the laptop. The key is in the crumpled paper 

(4857), Check her e-mail. Now you can search for Hot Partners in 
your phone 

- Go downstairs and use the key you stolen to open Richard’s office. 
Check the picture in the wall (the hidden button is under the desk). 
Check the PC. Take the secret picture of the ground. 

- Go to sleep 
 
Day 6: 

- Go to the park to talk with Rona 



- Go to the mansion. You can talk with Doira at the pool and see a 
new scene (+1 lust) 

- Talk to Sophia (flirt won’t do anything if she has +5 lust or more) 
- Talk to Richard and go to the WC. Sex scene 
- Go to pick up Valerie to the airport 
- Go with Violet to the park 
- Go back to the mansion. If Doira has +5 trust or more you can talk 

with her about “Story of O” (+1 lust / +2 trust). If she has +4 trust or 
more she will think about explore her sexuality (+2 lust / +2 trust). 
Sex scene 

- You’ll receive a message from Rose. Go to her house to feed her 
(from now on you can go to feed her whenever you want, at night) 

- You can go at night to the alley to continue Bella’s route 
- You’ll receive a message from Violet 
- Go to sleep (you’ll get a bad dream) 

 
Day 7: 

- Doira’s wet dream 
- Go to the mansion and talk to Sophia. She’ll tell you she trains in 

the evenings at the gym and that you can train with her (+2 trust) 
- Doira asks you to accompany Nath to her tennis test (+2 trust) 
- Go to the tennis test (+2 trust, +2 trust). You’ll meet Becka 
- Go back to the mansion (+1lust). Violet is waiting in the entrance 
- Accompany Violet to visit her clients 
- Back to the mansion. If you didn’t speak with Doira about “Story of 

O” this is the moment. If you did it, go to the gym to train with 
Sophia. Note: at this point, you can start BDSM route with Doira at 
evenings 

- In the gym, you can speak with Rose. Grab the lighter in the ground 
- Start the training with Sophia (2 times every day). 
- Go to the showers. Sex scene with Cassidy 
- Go to the alley, at night, to rescue Bella 
- Go to sleep 

 
Day 8: 

- Go to the park and talk with Rona 
- Visit Doira at pool (new scene) 
- Go to speak with Sophia. She'll tell you that you have the day off 
- Jeff will call you. Go to his home and buy the Laptop and ask him for 

the software for Richard’s PC 



- Jane will call you. Go to meet her at the Café. Talk with her (+2 
trust). Grab the battery and the secret picture of the ground (under 
the bench). 

- Go to the gym to train with Sophia or go to the pool to the first 
session of BDSM with Doira (+2 lust). 

- If you go to train with Sophia at gym and you have level 4 or more, 
you can meet Rose at the sauna. Sex scene 

- Go to sleep. The laptop must be in your desktop but you can’t use it 
until next day. 

 
Day 9: 

- If you bought the laptop, you can send some videos of oral sex to 
Nath (lesson 1). Enter in your laptop and select PornVicious. Send 
her the videos (+2 lust). 

- You’ll receive a call from Victoria. She want to talk with you at noon 
in the paper, Denos Tribune. She send you the address 

- Go to the mansion and talk with Sophia. Talk with Richard 
- Go to the central square and talk with Tom. He give you a flash 

drive for Dimitri. Save your game at this point 
- Go to your home, enter in your laptop, select flash drive from 

inventory and copy the files (icon copy files). 
- Go to see Dimitri, in the east side of the city and talk with him 
- Back to the mansion and talk with Richard. He give you $500 for 

your job.  
- Help Evelyn to fix her laptop (+2 trust) 
- Violet call you to invite you to have dinner with her at 8 p.m 
- Go to Denos Tribune. Meet Kimiko. Talk with Victoria. Sex scene 
- Go to Violet’ home and have dinner with her (+2 lust / +3 trust) 
- Go to the mansion, at night and visit Nath (+3 trust). Sex scene 
- Go to sleep 

 
Day 10: 

- Scene with mom in jail 
- Violet call you. She invite you to pass the day at the beach with her. 

You’ll have to meet her at noon, in the entrance of the mansion 
- If you’ve searched for Hot Partners you can have a cam session with 

Evelyn (Vicious Bunny) in your laptop (select webcam icon) and 
make an appointment with her in the afternoon, at the hotel. 

- Go to the mansion and talk with Sophia.  



- Richard asks you to go see Dimitri to solve a problem he has with 
certain merchandise 

- Talk with Dimitri. You have to collect 5 packages for him that are in 
several places of the city.  

- Collect all the packages and back to talk with Dimitri. He give you 
$400 

- Go to the mansion. You can go to the pool and have a new scene 
with Evelyn. 

- Meet Violet at the entrance of the mansion. Have a nice day with 
her at the beach 

- When she ask you if you have others relations, you can tell her the 
truth or not. The answer will have effects later in the story. Same 
when she says she loves you. 

- Go to the hotel and meet Evelyn. Sex scene (+3 trust / +3 lust) 
- Go to sleep 

 
Day 11: 

- If you did everything in chapter 1, you’ll receive a call from Jeff. Go 
to his home. Watch the scene. 

- End of Chapter 1  
 

 

Training with Sophia: 

- You can train with her every day at evening in the gym. The training 
it’s not a question of speed but probability. As much level you have, 
more options to block/hit her.  

- You can train 2 times every day 

Bella route: 

- Meet her first time in the alley, before visit Jeff 
- Go to the alley at night. You see her with Ron 
- Go to the alley at noon and talk with her 
- Go to the alley and see her again with Ron. Follow Ron to the strip 

club 
- Go to the alley and follow Bella and Ron 

 

Nicole route:  

- Meet Nicole at the supermarket, at noon 



- Go to the supermarket at noon next days 

Rona route: 

- Meet Rona at morning in the park 
- Go to the park next days, at morning 

 

Doira and Jane Yoga: 

- Meet Doira and Jane at noon in the park. Do yoga with them (Jane 
+1 trust / +1 lust). Look both asses (Jane +1 lust). Finish yoga session 
(+1 lust Doira) 

- Go to the park at noon 2 days more. 

 

Doira BDSM training: 

- After you search for Story of O, talk with her at evening in the pool 
- If you have enough Conf (>=5) you can talk with her about the book 
- If you have enough Lust (>=4)  you can propose to help her get into 

the BDSM 
- Talk with her the next 3 days at evening in the pool 


